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DETERMINANT EXPRESSION
OF SELBERG ZETA FUNCTIONS. II

SHIN-YA KOYAMA

Abstract. This paper is the PSL(2, C)-version of Part I. We show that for

PSL(2, C) and its subgroup PSL(2, O), the Selberg zeta function with its

gamma factors is expressed as the determinant of the Laplacians, where O is

the integer ring of an imaginary quadratic field. All the gamma factors are

calculated explicitly. We also give an explicit computation to the contribution

of the continuous spectrum to the determinant of the Laplacian.

1. Introduction

In Part I [6], we expressed the Selberg zeta function as the determinant of the

Laplacian for G = PSL(2, R) and its congruence subgroup T. In this paper,

we will show that the same type of expression is valid for G = PSL(2, C) and

T = PSL(2 ,Ok), where Ok is the integer ring of an imaginary quadratic field

K. The Selberg zeta function is defined by

(1.1) Z(s) := J] J](1 -a(T)-2kajT)~21 N(T)-S),

TeP(k,l)

where P is a certain set of primitive hyperbolic conjugacy classes and (k, I)

runs through all the pairs of positive integers satisfying a certain congruence

relation. The complex number a(T) is the eigenvalue of T with \a(T)\ > 1,

and N(T) := |a(7")|2. By supplying three factors to Z(s), we have the complete

Selberg zeta function

Z(s) := Zj(s)Ze(s)Zp(s)Z(s) ,

where I, E, and P correspond to the contribution of the identity, elliptic,
and parabolic conjugacy classes, respectively. The main result of this paper is

that Z(s) has the determinant expression

Z(s) = ec-c's^2~^det(A,s),

where A is the Laplacian for the real three-dimensional hyperbolic space. The
determinant of the Laplacian is composed of both discrete and continuous spec-

trum:

det(A, s) := detfl(A - 5(2 - s)) detc(A, s).
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The discrete part det£> is defined via the spectral zeta function, while the con-

tinuous part detc is computed from the corresponding terms of the Selberg

trace formula. An explicit computation shows that Z/ and ZE are entire, ZP

is expressed by the gamma function, and detc is the Dedekind zeta function

with the gamma factor (the complete Dedekind zeta function) of the Hubert

class field of K. We can list all the zeros of Z(s) via the eigenvalues of A

and the zeros of the Dedekind zeta function. When G = PSL(2, R), zeros of

Z(s) deriving from Zj(s)~íZe(s)~1 are called trivial zeros. In the present sit-
uation, Z(s) has no trivial zeros. This reflects the fact that there is no discrete
series among the representations of SL(2, C). In the last section, we give an

account of the work of Efrat in [1], which suggests a general definition of the

determinant of the Laplacians, and we put the results in the former sections in

this paper into his general framework.

The author would like to express his profound gratitude to Professor N.

Kurokawa, who introduced the author to the subject and gave many useful

suggestions and encouragement to the author in the entire process.

2. The Selberg trace formula

Let j be the number in the quaternion field which satisfies j2 = -1, ij =

-ji, and let H be the real three-dimensional hyperbolic space,

H := {v = z + yj\z = xx +xii £ C, y > 0},

with the Riemannian metric

, ,     dx2 + dx2 + dy2
dv¿ = —-f--.

y2

It has a corresponding hyperbolic distance d(v, v') given by

...        ,,       \z-z'\2 + y2+y'2
cosh«i(w , v') := J-^p-,

where v = z+yj and v' = z'+y'j . Moreover, the hyperbolic volume measure

is given by
dxxdx2dy

73    "
The group SL(2, C) acts on H transitively by

(a   b\, ,      ,      , ,v     ,   ,,_■     (az + b)(cz + d) + acy2 + yj
j    (v) := (av + b)(cv + d)  ' =-r^—-y^—. ,, ,-.

\c   d)v '     y A ' \cz + d\2 + \c\2y2

The induced action of G = PSL(2, C) is faithful and the stabilizer of j is the
unitary group SU(2), which induces the analytic isomorphism

gM£G/M^g(j)£U,

where M := SU(2)/{±12}. We introduce an imaginary quadratic field K =

Q(y/AAD), where O is a square free positive integer such that D ^ 1,3. Let

T be PSL(2, 0K), which is a discrete subgroup of G. The Laplacian for H is
defined by

,/92     d2     d2\      d
¿■■=-y2(T-? + T-? + 7rA2)+y-:dx2    dx2    dy2)   'dy
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It has the selfadjoint extension on L2(r\H). For the right regular representa-

tion U of G on L2(r\G) and the function / £ Ll(G), we define the operator

U(f) on L2(T\G) by

U(fi):= [ f(y)U(y)dy.
Jg

The operator U(f) has both discrete and continuous spectrum. The Selberg

trace formula expresses the sum of the discrete spectrum as

Tro = (sum over conjugacy classes) - Trc,

where Trc corresponds to the removed trace of the continuous spectrum. If we

denote the eigenvalues of A by {0 = Ao < k\ < X2 < ■ ■■} , then the eigenvalues

of U(f) depend only on {Xf}. So we have
00

TrD = YJKK).
«i=0

The function h(Xn) is called the Selberg transform of /. Next we give the

classification of conjugacy classes. An element y £ F - {1} is called elliptic,
hyperbolic, or parabolic if |tr(y)| is smaller than, larger than, or equal to 2,

respectively. The norm of a hyperbolic element y is defined by N(y) = \a\2,

if a £ C is the eigenvalue of y such that \a\ > 1. The centralizer Fy of a

semisimple element y in T is given by the following lemmas.

Lemma 2.1 (Elstrodt et al. [3, Theorem 2.1, p. 96]). Suppose that R £ T is
elliptic, and let Ro be a primitive elliptic element associated with R. Then

the centralizer Tr of R in T contains hyperbolic elements. Let To £ Tr be

hyperbolic such that N(Tf) is minimal in the set of norms of hyperbolic elements

contained in Tr . Then one of the two following possibilities occurs:

(a) (Ro) contains all the elliptic elements of Tr . Then Tr is abelian,

TR = (Ro) x (7b),

and M(R) := (Ro) is the unique maximal finite subgroup of Tr .
(b) R is elliptic of order 2, and there exists an elliptic element S £TR also

of order 2. Then for every such S

S~lR0S = R0-1,     and    M(R) := (R0) U (R0)S

is a maximal finite subgroup of Tr . All the maximal finite subgroups of Tr are
conjugate in PSL(2, C),

TR = {T$E\E £ M(R) ,n£Z},

and (Rq) x (7b) is an abelian subgroup of index 2 in Tr .

Lemma 2.2 (Elstrodt et al. [3, p. 94]). Suppose that T £T is hyperbolic, and let
(rr)tor be the set of elements of finite order in TT. Then (r7-)tor contains only
the identity or it is the finite cyclic group generated by the hyperbolic rotation in

T with minimal rotation angle around the axis of T. Let T0 be an element

such that N(To) is minimal among the set of norms of all hyperbolic elements

of Ft-  To itself is not uniquely determined by T, but N(Tq) is. Then

Tr = (rV)tor x (7b).

In particular, FT is abelian.
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Remark. These lemmas are proved for F cocompact, but valid for F cofinite,

because parabolic elements have no effect on the centralizer of a semisimple
element.

Here we choose a maximal system P of primitive hyperbolic elements of F

such that no two of the elements

(2.1) T=T£+lRZ       (T0£P,M(T0) = (Ro),0<m<ordRo,n>0)

are conjugate in F.

Lemma 2.3 (Elstrodt et al. [3, p. 105]). All the elements expressed in (2.1) form

a representative system of all the F-conjugacy classes of hyperbolic elements of

F.

Thanks to Lemmas 2.1-2.3, we can compute the contribution of semisimple

conjugacy classes to the trace formula by the same method as that in [3]. The

conclusions are in the following Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5.

Lemma 2.4. For an elliptic F-conjugacy class R conjugate to (of-i) in G with

|C| = 1, we have the following equality:

(2.2) l^-R^ = ortM(W-Wm-
where M(R) is the maximal finite subgroup of FR, and T0 is a hyperbolic

element defined in Lemma 2.1.

Lemma 2.5. For a hyperbolic F-conjugacy class T conjugate to ( a(T)-t) in

G with \a(T)\ > 1, we have the following equality:

(2.3) /      k(v,Rv)dv = 1?^7b) ,^  x,2g(logN(T)),
JrT\H                         ord(FT)ior\a(T) - a(T)~l\2

where Tq is defined in Lemma 2.2.

The most mysterious part in the trace formula is the one concerning the

continuous spectrum. Its contribution is known to be expressed in terms of

Eisenstein series, which is defined as follows. For the time being we denote

T to be a cofinite discrete subgroup of G. Let kx := oo, k2, ... , k¡, be a

complete set of inequivalent cusps, and let T¡ be the subgroup of F that fixes

ki. Let pi £ G be the element such that p¡(k¡) = oo and that

PfiP7l = {(l   î)|^L(j,

where L, is a lattice in C such that vol(C/L,) = 1. For v = z + yj £ H, we

denote v¡, z,, and y¡ by p¡v = v¡ = z¡ + y¡j. We denote y¡ as a mapping on

H to R+ for which «eH corresponds to the coefficient of j in p¡v . Then

for each cusp k¡, define its Eisenstein series to be

Ei(v,s):=  £ yfyvf       (Re(s) > 2).
yer,\r

It is known that E¡(v, s) can be meromorphically continued in s to the whole

complex plane and that it admits a Fourier expansion at a cusp k¡, which is of

the form
E¡(v , s) = ôijysj + tpij(s)y2-s + ■■■ ,
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where the remaining terms decay rapidly as y}> —> oo. The matrix <P(j) :=
(cpij(s)) is called the scattering matrix with respect to F. For the Selberg trace

formula, we need cp(s) := det<&(s), which we call the scattering determinant.

Its form is not known in general. Here again we restrict F as in §1. For the

present F, Efrat and Sarnak smartly proved the following theorems without

any explicit computation of constant terms of Eisenstein series.

Theorem 2.6 (Efrat and Sarnak [2, Theorem 1]). For F = PSL(2, 0K), the

scattering determinant is

(2.4) 9is) = i-l){h~2,~,)'2co2r2tjf^1,
ChÍs)

where h is the class number of K, cok '■= \Í2/d]!A, dK is the absolute value

of the discriminant of K, ^H(s) := (dl¿2/(2n)h)sF(s)h¿:HÍs), H is the Hubert

class field of K, and t is the number of prime divisors of dK ■

Theorem 2.7 [2, Theorem 2]. Let t be as in the previous theorem. Then tr(<P(l))

= 2(-'-2.

Now we can write down the Selberg trace formula.

Proposition 2.8. If we express the Selberg trace formula as

TrD + Trc = I + E + H + P,

each term has the following explicit form:

oo

(2.5.D) TrD = Y/h(Xn),
«i=0

coK(2n)h
(2.5.C1) TrCi = -g(0)log-

dH1/2

h   r°° v
(2.5.C2) Trc2 = ¿y_    h(r2 + 1)^(1 + ir) dr,

(2.5.C3) TrC3 = - £ ^g(logN(a)),

(2.5.C4) TrC4=(^ + ^=^W),

(2.5.1) I=V^P^rh(r2 + l)r2dr,
™ J—oo

,-><tj* c-   r- iog«v(7i) "if;1/,       2*m\-'  ...

(2.5.H)    //=£££

R v       m=0

llogN(T) g(nlog(N(T)))

vj      \a(TyÇ(TY-a(T)-"Ç(T)-™\2'
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:A(Ç + 3iog2-2y)s(0):

(2.5.P2) Pi = %l),

An \R

= 4'

h    f°° F'
(2.5.P3) i>3 = _^L/    A(r2 +1)^(1+ i>)rfr,

Vf/ter«? Trc = 2D/L1 Trc, û«u? P = 5ZLi ^' • ^e constants with respect to K
are as in Theorem 2.6. In (2.5.C3), a runs through all the integral ideals of
the Hubert class field of K, and A(a) is the von Mangoldt function, equal to
logA^(p) if a is a power of a prime ideal p, and zero otherwise. In (2.5.C4),

Kh is the residue of ChÍs) at s = 1. In (2.5.E) and (2.5.H), R (resp. T)
runs through all the primitive elliptic (resp. hyperbolic) conjugacy classes of F,

and vr (resp. vf) is the order of R (resp. Ro in (2.1)). The constants C

and R are the constant term and the residue of some Epstein zeta function with

respect to F at s = 1, whose explicit form is given in the proof below. The Euler
constant is denoted by y.

Proof. Semisimple terms E and H are obtained from Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5.
It suffices to show the proof for the terms Trc , / • and P. We will apply the

general theory of Warner in [10], which is reviewed in [4]. First we treat Trc .
It turns out from [4, Theorem 1.2], that

(2.6) Trc = ~¿/~ ~il + "M*2 + l)dr + ^ptr(<D(l)).

As the scattering determinant q>(s) is given in Theorem 2.6, we can compute

the first term in (2.6) in the same way as in [5, p. 509]. The second term in

(2.6) is equal to -h(l)(2'~l -2)/4 by Theorem 2.7. Next, for the identity term
/, we have the formula in [4, (1.13), (1.14), Theorem 1.2], which says

j ^ voi(r\H)
47T

where

/OO

h(r2 + l)c(r)~xc(-r)-xdr,
-OO

., ._ TOP + q)/2)F(ir + p/2)F(ir/2 + (p + 2q)/4)
F(p + q)F(ir)F(ir/2+p/4)

with nonnegative integers p and q decided in the process described in [4]. In

this case an elementary computation of Lie algebra tells us that p = 2 and

q = 0, which shows that c(r)~l = ir and gives (2.5.1). The parabolic terms are

given by (2.5.P1)-(2.5.P3) in [10], because the number of cusps is now equal

to h . The notations C and R are the constant term and the residue of the
Epstein zeta function

frW := E
\\X\\2s

xeiog(rn^)-{0} "    "

at s = 1, where N is the nilpotent part of the Iwasawa decomposition of G,

*-{(£ *);»ec}.
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and || • || is the norm induced by the Killing form. We have

log(rnA0 = {(°  boy,b£0K}

and if we put X = ( ° * ) € log(T n N) , it is computed that ||X||2 = 4|è|2. The
zeta function turns out to be

Cr(i) = ^ WFf'

Now Chowla-Selberg's formula gives the explicit form of C and R :

Jo

2VD
«1=1

r1/2expl-—(t + rx) J dt,

and

„       en f 1    (D±3 (mod 4)), , .      ^ ._.
R = —t=>    where   e:=b^   ,*    ,/     ^^      <t_i(«):= >   í/ '.   ü

4Vö \2     D = 3  mod4)), u;      f-*
</|n

3. The determinant of the Laplacian

In this section we will define the determinant of the Laplacian composed

of both discrete and continuous spectrum. First, we treat the discrete part

deto. For this purpose, we introduce the spectral zeta function generalized by
a variable s :

«1=0

Elstrodt et al. [3, Corollary 1.5] show that it converges at least in Re(ii;) > 2
when T is cocompact. Our method is similar to the case G = PSL(2, R) in

[6].

Theorem 3.1. The spectral zeta function has the analytic continuation to the
whole w -plane except the following poles:

w = |, order 1,

w = \-n   (« = 0,1,2,...),       order 2.

In particular, it is holomorphic at w = 0.

Proof. As the test function of the Selberg trace formula, we adopt the following
function:

h(r2 +!):= exp(-t(r2 + 1 + s(s - 2)))       (r > 0, 5 > 2),

which satisfies the assumptions of the trace formula. The corresponding g(u)
is

s(")=VSexp(-'(î-1)2-3?)'
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Then the spectral zeta function Ç(w, s, A) appears in the Mellin transforma-
tion of Tr0 ;

f°° °° dt
/    5>xp(-r(An +s(s - 2)))tw- = F(w)C(w,s, A).

Jo   n=o l

So we give the analytic continuation to the Mellin transformation of each term

of the trace formula. Poles of Ç(w, s, A) are the points where the above integral

diverges. As t —► oo , there is no problem because TrD(t) decays exponentially.

All we have to do is examine the behavior of each term as t —* 0. First, I(t)

is computed as follows:

I(t) = VOl(4^H)  f° exp(-i(r2 + 1 + s(s - 2)))r2 dr

= ^M) exp(-,(5 - i)2)r3/2r (2) = jr,a„t»-v\
^   '       ««=0

Next, E(t), Px(t), and Trci(i) are directly expanded as a power series of t :

oo

E(t) + Px(t) -Trcx(t) = Yibnt"-l/2.
«1=0

Similarly, Trc4(i) and P2(t) are expanded as

oo

P2«-TrC4(r) = $>»'"■

««=0

It is obvious that H(t) and Trc3(i) are exponentially small as t —> 0. Ex-

pansions obtained so far cause simple poles of Ç,(w, s, A) at w = \ - n
(n = 0, 1,2,...), because

/•' 1
/   tatw-[dt=-       (Rew>-a)
Jo w + a

for the behavior ta (a £ R), and when a is a nonnegative integer, it contributes

the corresponding pole of r(u;). Now P$(t) and TrC2(i) remain. We can

apply the method in [6], which is originally due to Kurokawa [8]. We will
directly compute the poles of M(P3(t) - TrC2Ít))iw), where M denotes the

Mellin transformation. It is equal to

oo       /»OO Jf
.2   .   /„       X\2\\.walh  f°°  f

n J-oo Jo
exp(-t(r2 + (s- iy))tw — yj(l + ir)dr

h r°°
= —F(w) I    (r2 + (s-l)2)-wip(l + ir)dr

n J-oo

= -— F(w) ( [°°(r2 + (s- l)2)~w Re(i«y(l + ir))dr+ (entire)]

= --F(W) ((S- lf-2w  ( (1 +y)-wyw-3'2

xRe(Ki+i^))^+(entire)) (r=s~w)-
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The Stirling-Binet formula [11, 12.3, p. 252] shows that

N

Re(ip(l + ir)) = logr + £ %L + RN(r)       (a„ £ R),

«1=1

with |/?v(r)| < Mn/r2N+l   (r > 5), where the an are constants expressed via

Bernoulli numbers. Moreover, we can apply the binomial expansion formula to

get (y + l)~w = 5Xo (~kw)yk ■ Then M(P3(0 - TrC2(t))(w) is equal to

- h(w)(s - if-2- I£ (7) jf y^"3/2

+ ¿ «„y" + /?v(y"1/2) ) ¿y + (entire) )x    -l°gy

00    / \    /     1    / 1 \ —2

irt.)c-i)'~(gcr)(-K*+-ï)'
+X]Q:'i('í+'c+'lt;_?)  ) + (entire)}

«1=1

Therefore A/(P3(i) - Trc2(t))(w) is expressed as

A/(P3(0 - TrC2(0)(ti>) = r(w) ( ¿ (      **[W)r^H4
where Pki'w), Qkiw) (¿£ = 0,1,2,...,) and r(tu) are holomorphic functions

on the whole to-plane. These terms cause double poles of Ç(w, s, A) at w =

\- n   (« = 0,1,2,...). The proof is complete.   D

Now we can define the discrete part of the determinant of the Laplacian.

Definition 3.2.

detD(A + s(s - 2)) := exp (- —       t,(w, s, A)) .
\     ow  w=0 /

Formally, it is rCo(A" + sis ~ 2)) ■

In the proof of Theorem 3.1 we expanded all terms in the trace formula as

t —> 0 except for P3(r)-TrC2(0. Its expansion is obtained by the inverse Mellin

transformation.

Proposition 3.3. As t —► 0,

00 00

/MO -TrC2(0 = $>„*" + D*» + fnloèt)tn-^2.
«1=0 «1=0

Proof. The inverse Mellin transformation shows that

1        fC+ioo

/MO - TrC2(0 = =-7 /        M(P,(t) - Trc2(l))iw)t~w dw       (Re(c) > {).
¿■Ill   Jc-ioo
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The integrand has double poles at w = h - n   (« = 0,1,2,...), and simple

poles at w = -«   (« = 0,1,2,...). The residue at w = \ - n is

V$$_H-¡¡Ú l(w + n + l)  MipÁt)-TrC2(t))(w)rw\=(en+fnlo%t)n-xl2,

where

en = F'i\- n)pn i\ - n) + F (I - «) (p'n i\-n) + qn (± - «))

and

/„ = -F(\ - n)pn({ - n).

Simple poles come from F(w). The residue at w = -n   (n = 0, 1, 2, ...) is

lim ((w + n)MCP3(w)rw) = dntn ,
w—.—n

where

d  -       l      V* (      Pk{~n)        I      Qk{~n)    \  l r(   n)
dn~ i-irnl^o{(-n + k-i)2 + -n + k-l)+r{   ^

Comparing the integral with the integral along the rectangle,

c - iT -» c + iT -> -(N + e) + iT -» -(JV + e) - zT -» c - zT

(r,e, W>0, A^eZ),

and letting N -* oo ,we obtain the desired expansion.   □

Here we take a new test function for the Selberg trace formula:

h{r2 + l):=r2+l+s(s-2)-rTTW        ^>lrS>2)'

and let

g(u) = _!_e-(s-l)\u\ _ J_e-ß\«\
8K>     2s-2 2ß

All terms in the trace formula can be regarded as functions of 5 . Then it turns
out the following relation is valid:

Ts Ttd{s) = Ts 27^2 TslogdetD(A + s{s - 2))-

So we define the contribution of the continuous spectrum to the determinant of
the Laplacian as

TsTTci{s) = Ts2s^2Tsloèdetc'{A' S)       {i=l> 2> 3' 4)-

By solving the above differential equation, we get the continuous part of the
determinant of the Laplacian.

Proposition 3.4. 77zi? contribution of the continuous spectrum to the determinant

of the Laplacian is the product of the following:

(3.1.1) detCi(A, s) = (coK(2n)hld]i2)-s,

(3.1.2) detC2ÍA,s) = F(s)h,

(3.1.3) detc3(A,j) = fjr(j),

(3.1.4) detC4(A, s) = (s - i)«»+(2'-'-2)/2_
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Proof. We obtain (3.1.1) and (3.1.4) easily by an elementary calculation. It

is also easy to get (3.1.3) considering that the logarithmic derivative of the

Dedekind zeta function is - $2a A(a)/A7'(a), where the condition on a and the

function A is as in Proposition 2.8. As for (3.1.2), we compute the integral in
TrC2(s) by comparing the one along the lower half-circle and the real axis. It
has only one pole at r = — (s — l)i in the region, which is simple. The residue

is iÇ-(j). Then (3.1.2) is obvious and the proof is finished.   D

4. The local Selberg zeta functions

Here again we take the test function

h(r2 + 1) := —-—:--.-=r---i—^        [ß> ~,s>2
K r2 + 1 + s(s - 2)     r2 + ß2        \      2

and let
g(U\  - _1_e-(s-l)\u\ _ JLe~ß\u\
8{>~2s-2 2ß ■

Definition 4.1. The Selberg zeta function for the present G and F is defined

as

(4.1) Z(5):=n       J]     (l-a(T)-2kaW)'2lN(T)-s),

T€V k=l(moávT)

where k and / run through all the nonnegative integers satisfying the congru-

ence relation.

Lemma 4.2. The Selberg zeta function (4.1) satisfies

TsH^ = Ts2s^2Tsl°*Z^>

where H(s) is the hyperbolic term of the trace formula regarded as a function of

s, and a(T) is the eigenvalue of T such that \a(T)\ > 1 and N(T) := \a(T)\2.

Proof. We need to carry out a standard calculation which is similar, for exam-

ple, to that in [3].   D

We will express the derivation of each term of the trace formula as

d      1      d

Ts2s—2Ts{°^S)>
with some function X(s), which will be called local Selberg zeta functions. For

I(s), E(s), and P¡(s), the corresponding local zeta functions will be denoted

by Zfs), ZE(s), and ZP¡(s)   (i =1,2,3).

Proposition 4.3. The local Selberg zeta functions for G and F are the following:

(4.2.1)       Z,(l)=exp(-25!ffW(i _!)>),

,4.2,,      2*. = .,feÄE(.-
R K"' m=0   v

(4.2.P1)    ZPfs) = exp (A ^ + 3 log 2 - 2y) s^j ,

(4.2.P2)    ZPl(s) = (s - l)h'2,

(4.2.P3)    ZPfs) = F(s)~h.
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Proof. It is enough to carry out an elementary calculation on all the functions

except for Z/>3. For Z/>3, we only need to compute by calculating residues in a

lower half-circle.   D

From Definition 3.2 and Propositions 3.4 and 4.3, we can deduce the main

result:

Theorem 4.4. For the present G and F, the Selberg zeta function Z (s) has the

following determinant expression for some constants c and c' :

(4.3) Z(s) = &-*&-') det(A, s),

where Z(s) := Z¡(s)Ze(s)Z(s)Zp(s) and

det(A, s) :=detD(A + 5(5-2))detc(A,i),

whose factors are given explicitly by Proposition 4.3, Definition 3.2, and Propo-

sition 3.4.

5. Decision of the constants

In this section, we determine the constants c and c' in (4.3). Taking the

logarithm of (4.3), we have

lOgZfs) + 10gZ£(5) + lOgZ(s) + lOgZ^i)

= c + c's(s - 2) + logdetD(A + s(s - 2)) + logdetc(A, s).

We will compare the behavior of both sides of (5.1) as s —> oo. From Proposi-

tion 4.3 and using Stirling's formula for logZpfs), we have

(5.2.1) iogZ/(,) = -^^-l)3,

«*™ i     -, / x     NT-  logZV(Tb)  T^1/, 2mn\~l
(5.2.E) logZ^^Ç^ord^Sl1-008^)     '•

(5.2.P1)       logZ,,(s) = ¿ (£ + 3 log 2 - 2y) s,

(5.2.P2)       logZp2(s) = ^log(s-l),

(5.2.P3)       logZpfs) = -h (^^ + (s - i) logs - s + o(l)) .

Similarly, from Proposition 3.3 we have

(5.2.C1)    logdetcl(A,5) = -5log^^-,
d¡¡

(5.2.C2)    lo%detC2ÍA,s) = h{^^ + (s-^\logs-s + o(l)\ ,

2/_1 - 2
(5.2.C4)    logdetC4(A, s) = kh +-=-lo8(5 " l) •

and logdetc3(A, s) is exponentially small as s —» oo . It remains to decide the
behavior of logdetD(A-l-5(5 - 2)). We apply the method of Sarnak [9]. We put
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Tro(0 •= Y,7=oe~a" > which is Tro(0 with s -> 2. By the proof of Theorem

3.1,
CO oo oo

(5.3) Tr0(0 = Y.A"tn + Y,B"tn~y2 + E C„í"-1/2logí
«1=0 «=0 «1=0

for some constants A„ , Bn, and C„ . Let

fit) := (Tr0(0 - Ao - JT,*»*"3'2 - £ G^^logi ) x I,
V «1=0 «1=0 /

which is bounded near t = 0. We have

(5.4)

logdetD(A+ s(s-2)) = --^       Ç(w,s,A)
112=0

_d_
dw =0T(iu=0

\- fXTro(t)e-^-2hw^ + o(l).
W) Jo l

We decompose Tro(0 x } into f(t) and other terms

Lemma 5.1. For a £ R - {0}, we have

d i_ f ta+we-ts{s-2)d¿ _ _

iw)Jodw

F(a)

tu=0 r(t t     (s(S-2)r
+ 0(1)

as s —► oo.

Proof.

_d_
dw w=0 M

!_   Í   tae-ts(s-2)twdf
w) Jo t

1 L
s(s-2)

dw \w=0 F(w)(s(s - 2))«+™ Jo

_d_
dw

ta+we-t

1

dt_

t
oo

2))— [F(a + w)-[(s_2)
,dt
T

F(a)
+ o(l).   U

(sis - 2)Y

Similarly, other terms in the expansion are treated as follows.

Lemma 5.2. As s —> oo,

¿o I' tWe~Hs~1) y=log(s(j -2))+o(1)-
í/íi7 u«=0 r(t

Lemma 5.3. Pbr a 6 R - {0}, we have

_d_
dw

1
Í ta+we-'s{s-2)logt

Jo

<h
tw=o riw) Jo

F'(a)      , F(a)log(s(s-2))

(sis-2))"
+

(s(s-2))°
+ 0(1)

as i->oo,

By the above three lemmas, we have the behavior of logdet¿>(A + s(s - 2))

as 5 —» oo.
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Lemma 5.4. As s —> oo,

logdetz>(A + s(s - 2)) = AQ log(s(s - 2)) - B0F(-¡)(s(s - 2))3/2

-(BxF(-t) + CoF'(-{))(s(s-2)f2

+ C0T($)(s(s - 2)fl2 log(s(s - 2)) + o(l),

where A0, Bo, Bx, and Co are constants defined in (5.3).

Proof.

logdetD(A + s(s-2))

kÜA°+iB~'-V2
d_

dw

=0T(t

__1
¡u;=0 *iX «1=0

+ ¿C„í"-'/2logí) -e-^-Vf dt + o(l)
«i=o / t

= Ao log(s(s - 2)) - J2 B„F in - §) (s(s - 2))3/2""
«i=0

+ Co( - r'(-i) (s(s - 2)f'2 + r(i) (s(s - 2)f!2log(s(s - 2))) + o(l).   D

We need to determine the constants A0, B0, Bx , and Co .

Lemma 5.5. The above constants are given by the following expressions:

h     k„ , 2'"1 - 2     h

n^i-^--^-U^2ZfA , n — 7
«1=1 2 .

vol(r\H)    /3\
Bo = ~^n~F \2) '

Bi= -
voi(r\H).

4/r
1) _ Ar (I
2)     2n     \2

+ £
log/V(7b)

UR-\

\^2ordA/(/?)E(1    cos   VR )
2nm\

Co
2n   \2J

h   AC     ,,    _    . \     .     coK(2n)h
■ — |- + 31og2-2y   +log   K\J

J dH      .An\R

Proof. First, Ao is equal to co + do with s-»2 as in §3. As Co is the constant
term of

/MO - TrC4(0 = (J - ^ + ̂ t=^) Ml)

«     kh     2'-'-2

4       2
+

>-■
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it follows that
«     kh     2'"1-2

Co=4-T + ^— •

Here do is the constant term of

h   f°° F'
P3Ít)-TrC2ÍD = --        Kr2 + 1W1 + ir) dr.

K ./-oo 1

From the proof of Proposition 3.3, do with s —» 2 is equal to

E (#% + r^rl + r(°) = H^(/M0 - TrC2(0)(«0

-lj(>(-¥-|---)*-K4+g^)-
Next, P«j is equal to ao with 5 -» 2, which is vol^H^r(|). The constant Pi

is equal to the sum a\ + bo + <?o • among which

vol(r\H)    /3
*, =-47T—rv2

VR~X ' 2nm^~h 1    ly  log4V(7b)  ^ /
°     v^lV2ord^(/*)¿íA

1 - cos
<^R

«   /C     „,    „     „ \     ,     coK(2n)h
+ —   — + 3 log2 - 2y   + log

4?r V /? 7 //1/2

for it is the coefficient of t 1/l2 in

/?(0 + Pi(0-Trcl(0

V  logN(Tp)  ^V, 2jr/n\_1

+ A(c + 31og2_2r)+log^,(0)

= /^  logiV(ro)  V(x_c0^jçmyl
\2^loráM(R)^V VR )

R v    '  «n=0

h   (C ^ii     o     1 ^\  , .     u*(2ä)a,\   e~'

and f?o is given its explicit form in the proof of Proposition 3.3:

eo = F'(±)po(±) + F(t)(p'0(i) + q0(±)).

Now, as Po(w) with s -+ 2 is the constant function -h/2n and ^o(^) = 0,
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Last, we will compute Co . It is equal to fi0 with i-»2 as in 3:

«"*(2X2)^(2-)- °

Now we can express each term of (5.1) as a function of 5 using the following
lemma.

Lemma 5.6. Let a be any real number. As s —► 00,

(5.5) log(s + a) = logs+ 0(1),

(5.6) s log(s + a) = slogs + a + o(l),

(5.7) log(s(s-2)) = 2logs + o(l),

(5.8) (sis - 2)f'2 = s3 - 3s2 + Is - \ + o(\),

and

(5.9) (s(s-2)f'2 = s- l + o(l).

Proof. All that is necessary is to carry out elementary calculations.   D

Proposition 5.7. The constants c and c'  in the determinant expression (4.3)
are as follows:

^  logN(T0)  "^/, 2mn\-{      h   (C     „,    „    „
c = >   -     , ;"; V    1 - cos-       +—   - + 31og2-2y

¿¿2ordMiR)¿^\ vr 4n \R

cok
+ log ~Yñ - kh + 2niZ

dp

and c' = 0.

Proof. The expansion of both sides in (5.1) are given by (5.2.I)-(5.2.C4) and
Lemma 5.4. Computing with the previous lemma, we can express them by s.

Comparing the coefficient of s2 and the constant term, we obtain the conclu-
sion.    D

6. The comparison with Efrat's determinant

In [1], Efrat introduces the determinant of the Laplacian composed of both

discrete and continuous spectrum in the case of G = SL(2, R) and F its cofinite

torsion-free subgroup. In this section, we reconstruct the results in the previous

sections in the framework of Efrat. (Results of Part I [6] are seen from this

point of view in Part III [7].) If we extend his definition of the determinant to

the present case, it is as follows. Let F be a cofinite subgroup of PSL(2, C).

First we list three types of sequences concerning the spectrum of A.

(1) The set Sx of sn £ C such that s„(2-sn) = Xn , where Xn is the discrete

spectrum of A.

(2) The set S2 of poles pm = ßm + iym of cp(s) with ßm < 2.

(3) The set S3 = {nx, ... , rjN} of exceptional poles of tp(s) in (1,2].

The spectral zeta function ¡A,(w , s) is defined by

Ç(w,s):=Y,i°il-°)-sil-s)rw,
a€S
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where S = S\ U S2 - S3. The determinant of the Laplacian is defined to be

^2 9det(A - s(2 - s)f := exp I - AL-       Ç(w, s)
V    ow W=Q

after proving the regularity of dw, s) at w = 0. This definition is different

from that in the previous sections. Indeed, the determinant expression of the

Selberg zeta function is

det(A - 5(2 - s))2 = tp(s)Z(s)2 x (gamma ~ factor).

Now let T be as in the previous sections. Theorem 2.6 leads us to the explicit

form of the sets S2 and 53. The set 52 is the sequence of all the nontrivial

zeros of ChÍs) and 53 = {2}. We define the spectral zeta function for each

sequence by

d(w, s) := £(<r(l - a) -s(l - s))~w      0 = 1,2, 3).
oeSi

We have the regularity of d(w, s) at w = 0 by the same proof as that of

Theorem 3.1, which shows that the discrete and the continuous part of the
determinant exist separately in the framework of Efrat. The continuous part of

the determinant of the Laplacian is defined by

NX      det2(A-5(2 - s))

detc{A-S{2-S)):=det](A-s(2-s)y

where

det,(A - 5(2 - 5)) := exp (- —-       d(w, s) ) .
\     aw  w=0 /

Theorem 6.1. For the present F, the continuous part of the determinant of the

Laplacian is expressed by

detc(A - 5(1 - 5))2 = ed-d'^2-sKHis)CHis - l)(s - I)2

with some constants d and d'.

Proof. The function sis - 1)C#(s) is entire and has the following expression as

an infinite product:

s(s - l)C„is) = peas II (l--)es'e,

pes2 V       PJ

with some constants p and a . We have the identity

d      1      d
ds2s -2 ds

d      1      d

logdet2(A-5(2-5))2

10gC//(5)C//(5-l)(5-l)25(5-2).
ds 2s - 2 ds

Indeed, a little calculation shows that both sides are equal to

25-2-E

On the other hand, it is easy to compute that

det3(A - 5(2 -5))2 = s(s -2).

The proof is complete,   a
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The constants d and d' in Theorem 6.1 can be computed by making explicit

the theorem of Efrat in this case.
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